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To the Editor

[18F]-fluoroethoxybenzovesamicol ([18F]-FEOBV) is a vesamicol analogue selectively 

binding the vesicular acetylcholine transporter (VAChT), a protein expressed uniquely by 

cholinergic neurons1. Non-invasive and short duration PET imaging acquisition protocols 

allowing accurate quantification of VAChT are preferred in patients with dementia because 

of their limited ability to lay still during prolonged imaging sessions. Recently, Aghourian et 
al. reported in vivo quantification of brain cholinergic denervation in patients with 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) using simplified and non-invasive [18F]-FEOBV PET imaging2. 

These authors applied an abbreviated and non-invasive 30-minute imaging protocol with 

white matter as a reference region to estimate regional gray matter VAChT binding. The 

white matter reference region was chosen based on non-specific binding patterns of time-

activity curves during late uptake (3–3.5 hours) scan phases. This approach departs from 

previously used cerebellar gray matter reference regions3. This is appropriate as the 

cerebellar cortex contains cholinergic nerve terminals resulting in specific VAChT uptake4. 

Furthermore, cholinergic terminal changes may occur in cerebellar cortices in 

neurodegenerative disorders, potentially further invalidating the use of this reference 
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region5. Using the white matter reference region method, Aghourian et al. reported evidence 

of prominent cortical VAChT losses in AD patients with the greatest reductions observed in 

the temporal cortex2. No significant differences were found in the hippocampus or 

subcortical regions between AD patients and age-matched normal control subjects. These 

observations indicate that septal nuclei and the substantia innominata, the proposed origins 

of the cholinergic projections to the hippocampus and neocortex, respectively, are 

differentially involved in AD.

We determined the feasibility of using a similar non-invasive and abbreviated [18F]-FEOBV 

brain PET imaging protocol in a different dementia population (dementia with Lewy bodies, 

DLB) and to assess the non-specificity of white matter reference region binding. We 

hypothesized that radiotracer uptake in a supratentorial white matter reference region is also 

non-specific in DLB, allowing the quantification of gray matter VAChT reductions in this α-

synucleinopathy.

Our study sample consisted of 18 participants, including four subjects diagnosed with DLB 

(2 females; mean age 76.0±1.4 years, duration of disease 4.2±2.2 years and Mini-Mental 

Status Examination, 17.8±5.1) and 14 normal control elderly (7 females; mean age 75.1±5.3 

years). The patients in the present study were diagnosed as having probable DLB using the 

third international clinical diagnostic consensus criteria6. All patients were recruited at the 

Cognitive Disorders Clinic at the University of Michigan Health System. The 14 normal 

control subjects were identified through our existing normal control elderly database 

covering the age range and gender distribution of the patients. The normal control subjects 

did not have a history of neurological or psychiatric disease and had a normal neurological 

examination at the time of PET imaging. Subjects with evidence of large vessel stroke or 

other intracranial lesions were excluded. All studies were conducted in accordance with the 

University of Michigan Medical School IRB approved protocol. All subjects provided 

written informed consent before study participation.

All subjects underwent brain MRI and VAChT [18F]-FEOBV PET imaging. T1-weighted 

MRI was performed on a 3 Tesla Philips Achieva system (Philips, Best, The Netherlands). A 

3D inversion recovery-prepared turbo-field-echo was performed in the sagittal plane using 

TR/TE/TI=9.8/4.6/1041ms; turbo factor=200; single average; FOV=240×200×160mm; 

acquired Matrix = 240×200×160slices and reconstructed to 1mm isotropic resolution. PET 

imaging was performed in 3D imaging mode with an ECAT Exact HR+ tomograph 

(Siemens Molecular Imaging, Inc., Knoxville, TN) as previously reported7. [18F]-FEOBV 

was prepared in high radiochemical purity (>95%)8. Delayed dynamic imaging was 

performed over 30 minutes (in six 5-minute frames) starting 3 hours after an intravenous 

bolus dose injection of 8 mCi [18F]-FEOBV3. The PET imaging frames were spatially 

coregistered within subjects with a rigid-body transformation to reduce the effects of subject 

motion during the imaging session9. Neurostat software (University of Washington, Seattle, 

WA) was used for PET-MRI registration using the cropped T1-weighted MR volumetric 

scan.

Freesurfer software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) was used to define cortical and 

subcortical MR gray volumes-of-interest (VOI). Supratentorial white matter segments were 
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isolated using Freesurfer software to create a white matter mask. These WM masks were 

eroded using a morphological filter to include only the core voxels of the supratentorial WM 

to minimize the partial volume effects of the cortical areas. Given the proximity of the WM 

voxels to high binding subcortical regions below the lateral ventricles (such as the striatum 

and thalamus) only WM voxels above the ventricles were included in the measurements. 

Time-activity curves for the 3–3.5 hours delayed PET imaging protocol (defined for the 

global cortex, thalamus and white matter) were compared to assess for absence or presence 

of overlap between the two groups for which purpose the sample size was sufficient. 

Distribution volume ratios (DVR) were calculated from ratio of total volume of distribution 

estimates for gray matter target and white matter reference tissues3. Late static imaging 

studies will yield DVR values nearly identical to standardized uptake value ratios (SUVr) 

binding values; DVR values obtained in our study are comparable to SUVr values used in 

the study by Aghourian et al.2.

Early post-injection imaging data were also available for the DLB patients and a small 

subset of the normal control subjects. The early (first 4 minutes) post-injection images were 

used to compute K1 flow delivery images. K1 flow delivery images are highly correlated 

with cerebral blood flow and can be used as a proxy for regional cerebral blood flow or 

glucose metabolism10. These images were used to compare the regional topography of flow 

changes to the pattern of VAChT binding. K1 flow delivery images were normalized to the 

cerebellar hemisphere (K1R), a stable blood flow and metabolic region, as global 

normalization may attenuate disease-specific blood flow patterns.

Standard pooled-variance t-test or Satterthwaite’s method of approximate t-test (tapprox) 

were used for statistical group comparisons (SAS version 9.3, SAS institute, Cary, North 

Carolina). Statistical inferences were made on meeting two-tailed testing requirement for 

α<0.05 and Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.

Our findings showed that average time-activity curve activities in the segmented white 

matter between the DLB patients and the elderly normal controls were nearly identical, i.e., 

mean white matter concentrations scaled to injected dose were within 1% of each other 

(Figure 1). Time-activity curves for the thalamus and cortex show substantially lower 

activity values for DLB patients compared to control subjects.

There were diffuse neocortical VAChT binding losses (frontal −16.8%, P<0.0001; temporal 

−25.7%, P<0.0001; parietal −19.5%, P<0.0001 and occipital cortex −17.7%, P<0.0001) in 

DLB subjects compared to control subjects (Table 1, Figure 2). We also observed significant 

reductions in limbic (hippocampus: −19.8%, P<0.0001; amygdala: −17.5%, P=0.0001) 

structures and the thalamus (−20.6%, P=0.0011) in our DLB subjects.

It is possible that DLB disease-specific regional cerebral blood flow changes might affect 

VAChT binding estimates based on the use of the supratentorial white matter as a reference 

region. Therefore, we compared the topography of [18F]-FEOBV DVR binding images to 

the patterns of disease-specific flow changes in [18F]-FEOBV K1 images. K1 measures 

blood to brain tracer delivery and reflects regional cerebral blood flow. The K1 flow delivery 

images showed regionally prominent parieto-temporal, occipital, and posterior cingulate 
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neocortical reductions with relative sparing of frontal cortices (Figure 3). Direct comparison 

of [18F]-FEOBV DVR binding Figure 2) and the K1 flow delivery images (Figure 3) showed 

more diffuse neocortical [18F]-FEOBV DVR reductions and prominent [18F]-FEOBV 

binding in the hippocampi, basal ganglia, thalami, cerebellar vermis and dorsal 

pontomesencephalic brainstem regions compared to the flow images.

We agree with Aghourian et al., that the use of the supratentorial white matter reference 

region is feasible for the non-invasive quantification of brain cholinergic transporter changes 

using delayed imaging acquisition of [18F]-FEOBV PET in subjects with dementia. 

Immunochemistry studies have not shown significant levels of VAChT in white matter11, 12, 

making the white matter as a suitable candidate reference region for brain PET VAChT 

quantification. In the present [18F]-FEOBV PET study, time-activity curves for the delayed 

PET scan acquisition showed near identical white matter curves for the DLB and elderly 

normal control groups. Mean white matter radiotracer concentrations scaled to injected dose 

for the patient and control groups were within 1% of each other. These findings confirm 

previous observations that white matter [18F]-FEOBV radioligand binding is consistent with 

non-specific binding as shown in AD2.

It is possible that disease-specific regional cerebral blood flow changes in DLB may affect 

VAChT binding estimates based on the use of the white matter as a reference region. 

Comparison, however, between K1 flow delivery and late DVR binding images 

demonstrated significant regional differences. Our K1 flow delivery images parallel known 

[18F]-FDG glucose metabolic or regional cerebral blood flow abnormalities in DLB, in 

particular, prominent parieto-temporal, occipital and posterior cingulate cortical 

reductions13. In contrast, [18F]-FEOBV DVR binding images show more diffuse neocortical 

reductions but with prominent binding in the hippocampi, basal ganglia, thalami, cerebellar 

vermis, and dorsal pontomesencephalic brainstem regions. We previously reported computer 

simulations using full dynamic modeling of [18F]-FEOBV data obtained in young normal 

subjects3. These simulations show that decreases in cerebral blood flow of 20% in the 

striatum would result in only a 3.5% reduction in the striatal binding values of delayed 

[18F]-FEOBV binding. Predicted flow-related bias was even smaller in regions with lower 

VAChT density, where isolated 20% flow reductions in the thalamus and occipital cortex 

would result in late binding discrepancies of only −0.6% and +0.1%, respectively3. These 

findings support the utility of delayed [18F]-FEOBV DVR binding data (using supratentorial 

white matter as a reference region) to reliably estimate VAChT binding without significant 

bias from blood flow changes. Due to possible ageing effects on white matter integrity, 

caution may be needed in using white matter as a reference region when comparing groups 

of different ages. We found, however, similar results in younger subjects14. Further studies 

are also needed to validate this method in the setting of vascular disease affecting white 

matter integrity.

Cholinergic neurons of the forebrain are grouped according to the efferent projection targets: 

the Ch1 (medial septal nucleus) and the Ch2 (vertical limb nucleus of the diagonal band of 

Broca) project to hippocampus; the Ch4 group (encompassing the nucleus basalis of 

Meynert) projects to the neocortical mantle and amygdala15. The Ch5 (pedunculopontine 

nucleus and Ch6 (laterodorsal tegmental complex) groups project to the thalamus, basal 
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ganglia, basal forebrain, other brainstem structures, and spinal cord16, 17. The striatum also 

contains intrinsic cholinergic interneurons with a remarkably high density of cholinergic 

terminals18, 19. Aghourian and colleagues reported evidence of prominent neocortical 

VAChT losses in AD patients with greatest reductions observed in temporal cortex2. No 

significant differences were found in the hippocampus or subcortical regions between AD 

patients and age-matched normal control subjects. These observations indicate predominant 

involvement of the Ch4 group with sparing of the Ch1-2 and Ch5-6 cholinergic cell groups 

in AD. Using a similar PET delayed imaging acquisition and image analysis protocol as 

Aghourian et al., we also found diffuse neocortical losses in the DLB subjects compared to 

normal elderly controls with greatest magnitude reductions in temporal cortex. In addition, 

we observed significant reductions in hippocampus, amygdala, and thalamus in our DLB 

subjects. Our data suggest more extensive degeneration of cholinergic cell groups in the 

basal forebrain in DLB than in AD, including involvement of mesopontine Ch5-6 neurons. 

Extensive cortical and subcortical cholinergic nerve terminal losses were also demonstrated 

in a recent VAChT [123I]IBVM SPECT study in DLB20. Estimates of cholinergic terminal 

losses were higher than observed in this study, which may be due to technical factors or 

clinical differences between study populations. One of these technical factors may be the use 

of cerebellar hemisphere reference regions where cholinergic nerve terminals may be altered 

by disease processes, possibly resulting in overestimation of group differences5.

These preliminary VAChT imaging studies in DLB and AD suggest that not only thalamic 

but also limbic (hippocampal and amygdala) reductions seen in DLB may be used for the 

differential diagnosis between these two common dementia syndromes. We previously 

compared thalamic acetylcholinesteras hydrolysis rates using [11C]-methyl-4-piperidinyl 

propionate (PMP) PET imaging in patients with AD, DLB, PD dementia and PD21. 

Compared to normal control subjects, reduced thalamic hydrolysis was noted in subjects 

with PDD (−19.8%), DLB (−17.4%) and PD (−12.8%). Each of these 3 subgroups was 

statistically different from AD subjects (−0.7%) who showed relatively spared thalamic 

hydrolysis rates which were comparable to normal elderly. These in vivo imaging data agree 

with previous post-mortem studies showing that there is selective loss of basal forebrain 

neurons in AD, with relative sparing of the brainstem pedunculopontine cholinergic 

neurons22, 23, 24. Thalamic cholinergic denervation may partly explain the greater frequency 

of falls and parasomnias in DLB compared to AD25, 26. It should be noted however that 

young-onset AD (age 64 or younger) may be associated with significant thalamic and also 

hippocampal cholinergic reductions as shown in a prior VAChT [123I]IBVM SPECT 

study27. Another [123I]IBVM SPECT study found VAChT reductions in the bilateral 

perihippocampal-amygdaloid complexes in elderly with AD28.

A limitation of the our study is the small sample size. Larger future studies are needed to not 

only confirm our initial observations but also compare the differential diagnostic accuracy of 

[18F]FEOBV PET to other imaging approaches that are used to distinguish DLB from AD. 

These comparison approaches include [18F]Fluorodexoglucose (FDG) PET and 

[123I]Ioflupane dopamine transporter SPECT imaging29, 30. In this respect, [18F]FEOBV 

PET may have potential advantages as both FDG PET (limited sensitivity of occipital lobe 

hypometabolism as a marker of DLB) and dopamine transporter imaging (limited specificity 
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as this technique will also be abnormal in atypical parkinsonian syndromes presenting with 

dementia, such as progressive supranuclear palsy) have drawbacks10, 13, 31.

We conclude that the use of supratentorial white matter reference regions is feasible for non-

invasive quantification of brain VAChT changes using delayed imaging acquisition of [18F]-

FEOBV PET in subjects with dementia. Unlike AD, VAChT reductions are more extensive 

and affect neocortical, limbic, and thalamic regions in DLB.
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Figure 1. 
Time-activity curves for the delayed PET scan acquisition showing near identical white 

matter curves for the dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) and elderly normal control (NC) 

groups. Time-activity curves for the thalamus and cortex show substantially lower activity 

values for the dementia patients compared to the control subjects.
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Figure 2. 
Vesicular acetylcholine transporter [18F]FEOBV PET images show significantly reduced 

vesicular acetylcholine transporter activity in patients with dementia with Lewy bodies 

(upper row) compared to findings from representative elderly control subjects (lower row). 

Reductions are present not only in extensive cortical but also in limbic and sub-cortical 

regions, such as the thalami.
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Figure 3. 
K1 flow delivery images (normalized to the cerebellum K1R) show prominent parieto-

temporal, occipital and posterior cingulate cortical reductions in the patients with dementia 

with Lewy bodies (DLB, upper row) compared to findings from representative elderly 

control subjects (lower row). Frontal flow was relatively spared in the DLB patients.
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Table 1

Mean (± SD) values of regional cerebral [18F]FEOBV VAChT distribution volume ratios (DVR) in the 

patients with DLB and normal control elderly. Levels of statistical difference between groups are presented.

VAChT DVR DLB (n =4) Elderly control
(n=14)

Group comparison (significance)

Global neocortex 0.98±0.04 1.23±0.06 −20.3%, t=−7.4, P<0.0001

Frontal cortex 1.09±0.06 1.31±0.07 −16.8%, t=−6.0, P<0.0001

Temporal cortex 1.04±0.08 1.40±0.09 −25.7%, t=−7.5, P<0.0001

Parietal cortex 0.95±0.03 1.18±0.07 −19.5%, t=−6.4, P<0.0001

Occipital cortex 0.84±0.06 1.02±0.08 −17.7%, t=−4.0, P=0.001

Hippocampus 1.5±0.06 1.87±0.21 −19.8%, tapprox =−5.5, P<0.0001

Amygdala 1.88±0.06 2.28±0.27 −17.5%, tapprox =−5.2, P=0.0001

Thalamus 1.66±0.12 2.09±0.32 −20.6%, tapprox =−4.1, P=0.0011

Abbreviations: DLB, dementia with Lewy bodies; VAChT, vesicular acetylcholine transporter.

tapprox= Satterthwaite’s method of approximate t tests.
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